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Abstract

This document presents the history and evolution of the mStar environment
between 1995 and 1998. It starts with the Java Multi-User Environment and ends
with Marratech company.

1 Introduction

The mStar environment [8] have been created over a number of years in the context
of academia, industrial research projects and within the industry itself. The main goal
of this research have been to create a multimedia environment for easy creation of
distributed groupware applications.

This document presents an overview of the mStar architecture, its design andvari-
ous underlying design selections.

Note, readers of this document should be familiar with the applications of mStar
environment, IP-multicast [2], the MBone applications and the MBone virtual network
technology [4] and the Java programming and runtime environment.

2 A Stroll down Memory Lane

In January 1995 the Centre for Distance-spanning Technology/CDT was created. One
of the targets of CDT was to create and develop technology for distance-spanning ap-
plications, such as distance education and distributed group-ware. The ideas of such�This work was supported by the Centre for Distance-spanningTechnology (CDT), Luleȧ, Sweden
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a system emerged slowly during the spring of 1995 and a number basic design crite-
ria emerged, such as that the system should be based on the Internet Protocol1 and
standard network technology (i.e. there should not be any need for any special net-
work installations in dedicated multimedia rooms or in users offices). Furthermore, the
toolkit should be able to handle a large amount of simultaneous usersand it should be
able to withstand network problems. This leads to that the system should be totally
distributed, not dependent on any central critical resource in the network and based on
IP-multicast. Another general design criteria was of course that it shouldbe as plat-
form independent as possible. The last but one of the more important design criteria
was that all conferencing parts of the environment should be fully symmetric meaning
that any user of the created tools should have the same transmission capabilities as any
other member in a session.

In April the same year Sun Microsystems released the first public release (named
“alpha2”) of the Java programming language and its runtime environment. Readers
familiar with what Javasoft (the Sun division responsible for developing Java products
and the java programming environment) have to offer today might wantto note that
the release released in early 95 was very limited in its functionality and its library of
utility-classes was very limited. Anyhow, the author of this paper started investigating
this new language and environment to see if it could satisfy the needs of our new
multimedia kit. It looked very promising with only the exception that it didn’t support
IP-multicast so that was one of the first things we implemented in this new and rich
environment.

2.1 The Java Multi User Environment - jMUE

Using this initial release of the Java environment a Web/applet-based multiuser envi-
ronment was created and it was named theJava Multi User Environment - jMUE. Its
functionality was very limited but still it included three major tools:

1. A whiteboard where user could do shared drawing supporting most common
drawing operations.

2. A chat tool where users could chat textually which each other.

3. A membership and activity tool where user information was presented. This
information included user name, originating host and a status field controlled by
every user active in the session. The status field contained information about a
particular users current activities and whereabouts.

The jMUE might seem as much but was still one of the first multiuser environments
based on the World Wide Web technology and it was definitively the first multiuser
environment based on the Java language and IP-multicast.1This choice was not as obvious in certain developer areas as it might be today.
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The development of the jMUE was later dropped when Sun released the first beta-
version of the Java environment due to that this new release was not backwards com-
patible with earlier releases.

2.2 The WebDesk Multiuser Environment - the mStar Environ-
ment

In the second half of 1995 a specification for a system called WebDesk was developed.
This specification and its initial prototype was presented at a BOF sessionat the winter
World Wide Web conference 1995 in Boston [11]. This presentation was very posi-
tively received by the audience at the conference and they strongly encouraged further
development of this new and innovative environment. As this was on the specifica-
tion stage the design presented contained much more than a small research centrewith
a few supporting developers could manage and still today, almost 3 yearslater many
parts of it are unfortunately still not realized.

The development of the WebDesk continued within the Mates2 and Education
Direct 3 projects with two main targets in mind:distributed teamwork andnet-based
learning. Within these two projects a common Java-based multimedia library was de-
veloped at the same time as a number of useful applications such as: mVCR/mMOD [7],
mWeb [9], mDesk [10], Director [1], mEdit [6], mWB [10], mWave [8], mChat [8],
mLaunch [8], mSD [8], mAudio [10], mAnnouncer [8], mIR [8] and mTunnel [12].

During early 97 the name of the WebDesk was changed to mDesk and the full
environment was named mStar. For a short time period the common software library
was called theTunable Multicast Platform - /TMP but this name did not really catch
on.

At the end the mStar environment supported almost everything between heaven
and earth but it still relied of the publicly available MBone tools foraudio and video
communication such as Vat [3] and Vic [5]. Although mStar had been used somewhat
within certain user groups it still was a research prototype and a very technical interface
which made it a bit hard to use.

2.3 The creation of mStar AB and Marratech AB

In mid 1997 the demand for a commercial version of the mStar environment got so big
so plans for a spin-off emerged. This unfortunately took much longer than expected
(due to a number of different reasons) and it was not until the spring of 1998 that a
company called Marratech AB was formally created.

This company is currently creating products based on the mStar environmentand
one of the first major tasks have been to replace the external tools earlier used for audio
and video transmission with more integrated tools. Initial products on the market are
mPlayer for one-way broadcasts andmStarPro for symmetric conferencing.2<URL:http://mates.cdt.luth.se/>3<URL:http://www.cdt.luth.se/education.direct/>
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